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At Rapid Global, protecting your privacy and your company’s information is
our highest priority. Rapid is ISO 27001 certified which demonstrates our
commitment to industry standard protocols to safeguard your sensitive
information.
This is one of the many reasons why leading global companies trust Rapid’s
workforce management solutions to manage their compliance, safety, and risk
management processes.

How we protect your files
Rapid uses Australian-based datacentres that are operated by tier one
providers. Multiple layers of protection are distributed across secure and reliable
infrastructure to keep your files safe from unauthorised access.

ISO 27001 certified datacentres
Our datacentres are committed to meeting the highest standards of information
security and are ISO 27001 certified. ISO 27001 is recognised as the world-class
standard for securing digital information ensuring industry-wide best practices are
utilised to protect information and manage risk.

Encryption
In today’s ever increasing online world, it is more important than ever to ensure
the latest encryption methods are applied to prevent unauthorised access and
ensure data integrity of your organisational assets.
At rest...
Data stored within Rapid’s systems is encrypted at rest using the latest 256-bit
encryption which prevents unauthorised viewing of hosted data.
In transit...
HTTPS encryption is used to secure traffic between
the Rapid system and end users. This style of
encryption ensures that the data you are adding,
uploading, downloading, or viewing is only accessible
by the authenticated user.
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Comprehensive access controls
Providing an extra line of defence, all of Rapid’s products are built with
comprehensive access controls which allow company administrators to set
flexible permissions specific to your company or organisation. This provides
you the full control on who has access to your highly sensitive information and
documentation.

How we protect your privacy
It is our responsibility to protect your sensitive information from
unauthorised access and we have designed robust policies and controls to
safeguard the collection, use and disclosure of your company data.
Rapid operates under the Australian Privacy Principles (APP’s) set out by the
Australian Government. Our privacy policy clearly describes how we handle
and protect your company’s information. We are committed to servicing a
large number of geographically dispersed, international clients. The privacy
of client and user data is at the forefront of Rapid’s software and server
infrastructure.

How we protect your business continuity
Having been in the industry for over 20 years, we have continuously
developed our systems to ensure our workforce management solutions
are robust, reliable, and highly scalable.

High availability
We use a minimum of two datacentres at any given time to ensure business
continuity is maintained. Should disaster strike, we want to ensure your
business is back up and running with limited disruption and down time.

Highly scalable
We understand that our clients will undergo changes in
system demand and for this reason, Rapid uses highly
scalable, world-class datacentres. Fluctuating system loads
are managed seamlessly with automated processes to ensure
our systems are running effectively 24/7 and your information
is available to you when you need it most.
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